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Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are widely indicated 
in pain disorders such as  rheumatism  and muscular disor-
ders. Unfortunately, their long-term usage leads to gastric 
issues. Topical gel formulations  are  one of the preferred 
valuable strategies used in the pharmaceutical field  to over-
come the toxicity profile of NSAIDS. They offer benefits such 
as convenience and palatability.The present piece of work 
has been envisaged to develop a stable dexibuprofen topi-
cal gel formulation. The gels were fabricated using different 
gelling agents such as Carbopol 940, HPMC and CMC, and 
lutrol® F 127. Total of twelve trials were developed in four 
batches tagged as DEX-1, DEX II, DEX-III, and DEX-1V. Each 
batch contained three sets of gel trials. The formulations 
were tested for physical properties, rheology, pH, consis-
tency, and spreadability. Trials DEX-I and DEX-III contained  
HPMC and carbopol 940  respectively whereas, batch II and 
IV trials containing CMC and lutrol®F127. All HPMC-based 
gel formulations exhibited  low viscosity with precipitate for-
mation and were  excluded from the study. Trials containing 
CMC polymer (DEX-II) were found  smooth and  precipitates 
free but lacked viscosity (TD4, TD5, and TD6) so also  rejected 
from the  study. The trials developed with carbopol 940(TD7, 
TD8, and TD9) maintained the gelling consistency but also 
produced precipitates. Lastly, lutrol®F127 based trials(FD10, 
FD11, and FD12) gave promising results showing translucent 
appearance  smooth texture, and viscous behaviour. The 
in-vitro drug release of the selected trials TD5, TD6, TD10, 
TD11, and TD12 was determined by Franz diffusion. Hence, 
lutrol®F127 led to slower drug release among all. The drug 
release was further fitted to drug kinetic models. The best 
fitted model was the Weibull model with the goodness of 
fit  (r2>0.999, AIC, MIC).The trials TD5, TD6, TD10, TD11, and 
TD12  were also monitored  for accelerated stability testing. 

The results revealed stability issues with  TD5, TD6 and TD10.  
Only TD11 and TD12 remained  stable.Hence, the  topical 
delivery of dexibuprofen gel is a safer stable and  an alterna-
tive  approach to attain the analgesic and anti-inflammatory 
effects. 
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